NY Face Place Expands Its Cosmetic Surgery and Medi-Spa
Treatments with Laser Hair Removal Services
NY Face Place now helps clients who have unwanted hair they wish to remove
permanently. As Long Island’s leading facial cosmetic surgery practice and medi-spa,
NY Face Place announced today that they are offering patients full body laser hair
removal.
January 10, 2018 (FPRC) -- NY Face Place Expands Its Facial Cosmetic Surgery and Medi-Spa
Treatments with Laser Hair Removal Services
MINEOLA, NY – NY Face Place, Long Island’s leading facial cosmetic surgery practice and
medi-spa, announced today that they have added laser hair removal to their ever-expanding list of
patient treatments and services. This service has been added to meet the needs of clients who have
unwanted hair they wish to remove permanently.
Benefits of Laser Hair Removal
Treatments such as waxing, electrolysis, and razors are painful ways to remove hair. Laser hair
removal offers a safe and effective way to reduce unwanted hair permanently without the pain. This
is a quick and easy treatment that offers long-term results to patients.
New Laser Hair Removal Technology
NY Face Place is proud to be using technology that represents the gold standard in the field of laser
hair removal. This makes the process comfortable and painless. It is a fast way to remove hair and
provides proven results. Regardless of a person’s skin tone, this form of laser hair removal is both
safe and effective. It can be used everywhere on the body, including the face. Men and women are
welcome to take advantage of this new service offered at NY Face Place.
Affordable Laser Hair Removal
NY Face Place has added laser hair removal to their treatment bundling packages to create
affordable services for our clients. They also offer gift certificates, so a person can provide friends
and family members with top-quality medi-spa treatments as a gift.
For more information about laser hair removal and other medi-spa treatments available at NY Face
Place, please visit https://nyfaceplace.com.
About NY Face Place
NY Face Place offers a full line of cosmetic surgery and medi-spa treatments from a state-of-the-art
office in Mineola, NY on Long Island. Dr. Alex Meneshian MD, DDS, FAACS is a board-certified
maxillofacial surgeon, a fellow of the American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery, and an attending
doctor at numerous prestigious hospitals including Winthrop University Hospital. NY Face Place also
offers flexible payment options for clients. For more information, call NY Face Place at
516.294.9454.
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Contact Information
For more information contact Natalie Meneshian of NY Face Place
(http://https://www.nyfaceplace.com)
5162949454
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